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Upcoming event: "The role of the European
Commission in European Defence", 17
December 2013
Against the background of the upcoming European Council,
this meeting is designed to discuss the Commission's view
on the European Defence market.

"Animate Europe" now available online and as
hardcover book
On 3 December 2013, Marco Tabilio was awarded the first
prize for his comic "Erasmus and the Seal".
Have a look at all the comics from our competition this year!
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Africa rising - South Africa declining?

Video Interview with J. Endres and F. Cronje:
Trade trumps development aid in Africa

John Endres, CEO of Good Governance Africa, and Frans
Cronje, CEO Designate of the South African Institute of Race
Relations, shed light on developments in the field of good
governance since decolonization.

In many African countries improvements in good governance
are accompanied by economic growth.
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Education and economic growth - the two sides

For a Europe that works!

of the same coin
Experts and politicians from across Europe discussed the
impact of education systems on the economy and the wellbeing of the citizens.

Last week's ALDE Party Congress delegates from liberal and
democrat parties from all over Europe adopted a common
manifesto for next year's European election.
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FNF seminar at the University of Macedonia
attracts 140 students

Wolfgang Gerhardt meets Yannis Boutaris

“Europe’s major challenge is to concentrate on executing
correctly the current treaties,” FNF Chairman of the Board of
Directors Wolfgang Gerhardt said.

mehr

On his visit to Greece, Wolfgang Gerhard paid a visit to the
city of Thessaloniki, the capital of the Northern Greek region
of Macedonia.

mehr

Wichtige Termine
14.12.2013 ELF Event: "It's the narrative, stupid! Towards a new political frame for Europe", Brussels 17.12.2013 FNF Event:
"The role of the European Commission in European Defence", Brussels
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